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To all whom it may concern: 
Beit known that I, GEORGE ZISTE, citi zen of the United States, residing at Chicago, 

in the county of Cook and State of Illinois, 
have invented new and useful Improvements 
in Sheet-Piling, of which the following is a specification. 
This invention relates to improve Mentes in 

metal sheet piling for use in the construction 
of sea-walls, docks, levees, and all other pur for which this class of piling c?n be 
utilized. 
The general object of my invention is to 

provide sheet piling sections or members 
whereof the interlocking features necessary 
for holding the sections together when as 
sembled, are made integral with the sections, 
which are identical with one another in sec 
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the respective edges and adjacent partupset 
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tional form. Thus the employment of sepa 
rate interlocking devices mechanicalyse 
cured to the members, is dispensed with. 
The special object of my invention is to 

provide a sheet piling structure the members 
of which are positively and rigidly inter 
locked, against relative or angular move 
ment of any kind, after assemblage. 
To this.end my invention consists in pro 

viding ? sections having the 
conformation hereinafter described. - Referring to the drawings, Figure is a 
plan or end view of a piling section before the 
respective edges are turned inward to for in 
the required interlock. Fig. 2 is a plan or 
end view showing a number of completed 
sections interlocked. Fig. 3 is an elevation 
of the same. Fig. 4 is a plan or end view of a 
modified form; and Fig. 5 is an elevation of 
the same. . . 

The preliminary step in the manufacture 
of my improved piling is to roll the web see 
tions or members À substantially flât with 
or thickened as shown at a. The thickened 
edge portions are formed on what may be 
termed the inner or interlocking sides of the 
sections, leaving the opposite sides on a 
straight line with the web part as shown in 
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Fig. 1. The thickened edges are rounded as 
at b and grow thinner inward and vanish in 
the body of the web along the beveled line 6. 
In the next and final step the thickened 
edges are bent inward in the direction of 
each other, bringing the inturned part into a plane approximately parale to the body of 
the Yeland forming interlocking hook-edges 
7, as shown in Fig. 2. in this position the 

išarred edges stand away from the body of 
the weks or plate and provide covetailed 
grooves 3 extended the full length of each 
sectioS. The contour of the interned edges 
correspond to the shape of the grooves 8 and 
tolls. , 'da'retailed interlock when the sec 
fibris are asserabled, in 2, wall structure, as 
shown in Fig. 2. . 
Te ELection8 a.CFG º gaš ekact duplicates of 

e?ach o?ther bu it fik}r the gpgairpose of ??????? 
the reference etter B will be used on the 
middle section shown in Fig. 2. When the 
sections are assembled in practical use they 
are telescoped together endwise and ar 
ranged alternately, that is, the backs of the 
sections A and B are on opposite sides in the 
wall which order of arrangement is continu 
ous in B, structure. 

It will be noted that the sections, though, 
assembled endwise are interlocked edgewise 
and in the operation of driving cannot be 
displaced, as the thick rounded edge cannot 
be withdrawn through the narrow contracted 
part 9 of the grooves 8. 

Figs. 4 and 5 show a modified form in that 
... the inturned locking hook edges stand at 

right angles with reference to the body of 
the piling sections. The same reference 
characters are employed in the modifica 
tions. - 

The proportions of the interlocking edges 
wili be ? that the sections wil go together 
loosely so that they may be iii with 
facility and easily drawn out when used in 
temporary structures. 
Having thus described my invention, what 
claim is- ? - 

1. In sheet-piling, a section consisting of 
a body or web having its edges turned in 
ward to form an interlock, said turned in 
edges gradually growing thicker in an out 
ward direction. 

2. A sheet-piling section consisting of a 
metal plate of body having its respective 
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edges turned inward to form an interlock 
with a duplicate joining section, said turned 
in edges gradually growing thinner from the 
extreme edge inward and vanishing in the plate or body part. 

3. A sheet-piling section, consisting of a 
fai piate or body having interiocking hook 
edges formed thereon, said hook edges being 
thicker the in the plate-part and gradually 
??? thinner from the extreme edge in 
??ñ?{?. '; v r 

4. A sheet piling structure composed of a 
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series of sections, each having hooked edges 
of dovetail section, the grooves within said 
booked edges being of dovetail forma, and the 
dovetail edges fitting within the grooves 

5 formed by the hooked edges of the joining 
pile sections. 

5. A sheet-piling Sectici, 
web-part having its respective 

isting of a 
idges turned 

inaward "with the face of the web 
10 part and separated by a) ir ter yering Spaçe, 

said space corresponding in outline to the 
contoir of said inturned edges, and forming 
an interlock permitting of eadwise separa 
tion only. 

: 5 6. A sheet-piling Eection, consisting if a. 
web-part having its edggs iii.33ediriyard 3: 
a lirie with said web-p: 
6dges gradusi šickeig ?iv?di šo a, 
3rounded coni Gar and S&ps: a£88 iron: the 

982,281. 

| Web-årt by å spåëe gen?faily en larging iii 
ward and dapted to receive the correspond 
ing ëdigð of a joitting section. ? 

7. iii sheet-piling, si piting sectioj haviilig 
its respective edges turned inward parallel 
to the web-part and leaving an intervening 
spee, said inturned edges gradually thick 
ening outward forming, rounded dovetail, 
Said intervening space taaying àti outlin? 
corresponding to the rounded dovetail edge in reyerse, and a duplicate joining pile sec 
?ion loosely interlocking therewith în form 
ing a continuous wall structure. 

În testimony whereof Iaffix my signature, 
in presence of two Su?????? Wit.83ses. 

GEORGE ZSTER. 
Witnesses: 

. , DONALŠON, 
??, ?. C?UR??, 
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